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Abstract. GWIT is a validator for violation witnesses produced by
Java verifiers in the SV-COMP software verification competition. GWIT
weaves assumptions documented in a witness into the source code of a
program, effectively restricting the part of the program that is explored
by a program analysis. It then uses the GDart tool (dynamic symbolic
execution) to search for reachable errors in the modified program.

1 Introduction

Software verification tools, like any other software, can contain bugs. Given their
intended use, i.e., proving the absence of errors in programs, however, bugs in
verification tools are particularly problematic. On the other hand, verification
tools can generate certificates for computed verdicts (e.g., counterexamples) that
can be used to validate verification results. In the SV-COMP competition on
software verification violation witnesses and correctness witnesses, based on an-
notated abstract control-flow automata have been established as a standardized
representation of such certificates [1, 2]. Participating verifiers are expected to
produce witnesses for verdicts and witness validators are used for confirming
verdicts based on these witnesses.

In this paper, we present GWIT (as in “Guess What I’m Thinking” or as
in GDart-based witness validator), a validator of violation witnesses for Java
programs, based on the GDart tool ensemble [6]. GWIT validates violation
witnesses by weaving the assumptions documented in a witness into the orig-
inal program under analysis and checks the restricted program with dynamic
symbolic execution.

2 Witness Validation in GWIT

We illustrate the operation of GWIT for the small example shown in Figure 1:
In the program, a String value is created nondeterministically before asserting
that the value of this String value should not be “whoopsy”. This program con-
tains a reachable error: in case the value “whoopsy” is returned by the call to
Verifier.nondetString(), an assertion violation will be triggered.
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1 public static void main(String[] args) {
2 String s = Verifier.nondetString();
3 assert !s.equals("whoopsy")
4 }

Fig. 1: Small program with reachable error.

Java verifiers will generate a violation witness in such a case. In SV-COMP,
witnesses are produced in a standardized format, conceptually based on control-
flow automata and technically realized as models in the GraphML format [2].
Figure 2 shows an excerpt of such a witness for the above example. The witness
makes an assumption on the state of the program when executing line 2 of the
example program, namely that variable s has value “whoopsy”. As discussed,
execution paths on which this assumption holds, will lead to an error.

GWIT weaves the assumptions from the witness into the original program,
restricting the number of program paths that have to be explored for finding the
error. Figure 3 shows the result for our example: a call to Witness.assume(...)
is generated from the assumption from the witness in Figure 2. The assume
method wraps potentially many calls to the Verifier.assume(...) method,
enabling multiple assumptions on the same line of code (e.g., due to execution
of that line in a loop). The counters array keeps statistic on assumptions per
line. The Verifier.assume(...) method is used by GDart to stop analysis
on paths that violate the corresponding assumption.

Figure 4, finally, shows the effect of weaving the witness into the code on the
obtained constraints-trees. In the left of the figure, the tree computed by GDart
for the original program is shown. The tree has two satisfiable paths, branching
on the condition of the assert statement. The right of the figure shows the tree
for the modified program. This tree contains a node for the assumption, one path
that is not executed after the violation of the assumption, one path that is not
feasible after the assumption for the assert statement, and one path leading to an
error (i.e., assertion violation). In this small example, the tree for the modified
program is more complex than the tree for the original program, but it has fewer
complete execution paths. In more complex programs, assumptions will typically
remove multiple execution paths, making the validation task significantly easier
than the original verification task.

<edge source="n0" target="n1">
<data key="originfile">Main.java</data>
<data key="startline">2</data>
<data key="threadId">0</data>
<data key="assumption">s.equals("whoopsy")</data>
<data key="assumption.scope">...</data>

</edge>

Fig. 2: Excerpt of violation witness produced by GDart or JBMC.
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1 static int[] counters = new int[] { 0 };
2 public static void assume(int id, boolean ... assumptions) {
3 int idx = counters[id];
4 counters[id]++;
5 Verifier.assume(assumptions[idx]);
6 }
7

8 public static void main(String[] args) {
9 String s = Verifier.nondetString();

10 Witness.assume(0, s.equals("whoopsy"));
11 assert !s.equals("whoopsy")
12 }

Fig. 3: Program with assumption from witness weaved into the code.
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Fig. 4: Constraints-tree for original program (left) and modified program (right).

3 Performance and Limitations

While the approach of GWIT is sound for violation witnesses, the current imple-
mentation still has limitations, validating roughly half of the witnesses provided
by verifiers.

Soundness. GWIT is sound: weaving a witness into the code adds additional
decision nodes to the constraints-tree. In the sub-tree rooted at such a new node,
some paths become unsatisfiable and will not be explored. Every complete path
ψ in the modified tree has an equivalent path φ in the original constraints-tree
such that ψ =⇒ φ. If an error is reached in the modified tree, it is also reachable
in the original program.

Performance. For programs with few decisions, the modified program may actu-
ally be more complex than the original program, but GDart does only explore
more paths than in the original program in cases where the initial value along
some path does not satisfy an assumption. Comparing the CPU times of GDart
used as a verifier and used through GWIT, using almost identical configuration
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options (only difference: GWIT does not produce witnesses), complexity is re-
duced for most benchmark instances that do not fail due to syntactic errors
during weaving (see below).

Two extreme examples are the BellmanFord-FunSat02 for which weaving a
witness with 13 assumptions increases CPU time more than twice, leading to a
timeout during validation and the nanoxml_eqchk/prop2 instance for which the
CPU time required for validation is less than 14% of the CPU time needed for
the original verification task.

Overall, GWIT successfully validates 301 of 614 witnesses provided by GDart
and JBMC [3] (the only Java verifiers that currently produce witnesses). In 286
cases, validation failed with inconclusive verdicts due to currently unsupported
features of witness. In 15 cases, incorrect weaving (see below) prevented valida-
tion of witnesses. For 12 witnesses, validation attempts exhaust resource limits.

Limitations. First, GWIT currently only supports violation witnesses. In princi-
ple, it should be possible to validate verification witnesses by weaving assertions
into the program code, but it is not obvious that such an approach makes the
validation of witnesses a simpler problem than the original verification task. Sec-
ond, since weaving witnesses is done on the source code, it only works correctly
on proper blocks, delimited with braces, and with one statement per line. While
this does not affect soundness, it makes the validation of witnesses impossible in
some cases.

4 Tool Setup
GWIT is shipped as a git repository with sub-projects delivering all required
components. Checking out the repository and initializing all sub-projects pulls
in all required source code. For building the SPouT component, the mx build
system3 maintained by the GraalVM [7] team is required. Other components are
built with maven. Once all build systems are available, the ./compile-all.sh
script builds GWIT. The ./run-gwit.sh is used to validate witnesses, taking
the witness file and source folders of a benchmark instance as parameters. GWIT
currently does not expose any other configuration parameters.

5 Software Project
The GWIT tool is available on GitHub4. GWIT’s scripts are licensed under the
Apache 2.0 license. The sub-project bring their own license as follows: DSE5 is
available under the Apache 2.0 license, JConstraints6 [4] as well, and SPouT7

is available under the GPL v2 license. The components of GWIT and GWIT
itself are currently developed at TU Dortmund by the group led by Falk Howar.
3 https://github.com/graalvm/mx
4 https://github.com/tudo-aqua/gwit
5 https://github.com/tudo-aqua/dse
6 https://github.com/tudo-aqua/jconstraints
7 https://github.com/tudo-aqua/spout
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6 Data Availability Statement

The GWIT archive used for SV-COMP 2022 is available at Zenoodo [5].
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The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If
material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended
use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need
to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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